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1 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The meeting will please come I 

i 
• I 

: 3 to order. 

4 The Commission meeting this morning is to receive 

5 a briefing fro• the staff on seismic desiqn errors at Diablo 

6 Canyon, Unit No. 1. 

7- In late September the Pacific Gas and Electric · 

a Company_ notified the Commission of its discovery of design· 

9 errors involving the seismic design of Unit 1. It also 

10 announced that fuel loading, which was authorized under the 

11 recently issued low-power license, would be indefinitely 

12 def erred. 

13 5ince that time the NRC staff has held several 

14 public meetings with ·the applicant, PG&E, and .has conducted 

15 a number of technical inspection and audit activities. The 

16 applicant has also been active in its reanalysis and 

17 reverification of sei~mic matters at Unit No. 1. 

18 Today the NRC staff i~ prepared to brief the 

19 Commission on the errors that have been dete~ted to date and 

20 give th.e staff's undecstanding of the ::a uses of these 

21 errors. The RRC staff also intends to cover in some detail 

22 its proposed reverification program for Diablo Canyon and to 

23 outline for the Commissiion the additional actions it 

24 intends to take. 

25 I should note tor the benefit of the people here 
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1 that the Commission intends today to hear only from its. 

2 staff. We will not be asking the other parties to the 

3.Diab1o Canyon licensing proceedings to present their views 

4 at this time. I would. now ask the staff t6 proceed with its 

5 briefing. 

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Before we do that, I 

7 wonder if the G:naral Counsel could explain to us the 

a relationship of what is going on here today to the licensing 
• 

9 proceedings? 

10 KR. BICKWIT: The issues that are being discussed 

11 todayr as I understand them, are not issues which are in 

12 contest in the proceedinq. There was an issue in contest 

13 that had a close relationship to what is being discussed 

14today, but that issue wa~ not appealed and therefore is not 

15 a live issue in the matter. 

16 As a result, I think the Commission and the staff 

17 should feel free to discuss these issues in whatever depth 

18 they choose and need not worry about ex parte constraints. 

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What about discussions 

w.with other persons? 

21 KR. £ICKWIT: D~scussions with other persons would 

22 also be permissible under the ex parte rule. 

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Thank yotr. 

24 COM!ISSIONEB AHEARNE: _So there are essentially no 

25 constraints-? 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 MR~ BICKWIT; That is right. 

.CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: However, we have not 

3 indicated in our published agenda that we w~re receiving 

4 comments from others • 

5 . MR~ BICKWIT: That is right. I simply meant to 

6 indicate that there wouldn • t be· a legal bar to doing so. 

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But it ~ould take a 

a Commission decision, I believe, for us to depart from what 
• 

9. our plans were? 

10 MR.· BICKWIT~ · That is right. 

11- CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Any other comments? 

12 {No response.) 

13 ' CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Then I will turn ttie meeting 

14 over· to Mr. Dircks to· lead us through the discussion. 

15 · ~R. DIRCKS: Mr. Chairman, w~ transmittad on 

16 November 5th a proposed summary of the actions that we would 

17 like the Commission to consider. We have today the 

· 18 intention of going through the background- of the situation 

19 up to date.. We. have people here from Inspection and 

20 Enfotcement~ Mr. DeYoung and Mr. Engelken, who is the 

21 Director of Region V~ They will proceed to go thr6ugh_ the 

22 background and a summary of the situation and then Mr • 

. 23 Denton will provide the Commission wiih a summary of the 

~ steps that the staff is recommending to the Commission to 

25 take in the proposed 50.54E letter that we have before you • 

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1_ Mr. DeYoung, would you start? 

2 MR. DeYOUNG: Yes~ I will. 

3 I have a brief rundown of how we came upon the 

4 problem and -how we divided the work. Then we will turn it 

5 over to Harold who will lead us through his part and we will 

6 be prepared to talk about potential enforcement that we are 

7 considering in a closed session. 

8 MR. DIRCKS: I might add that we have another part 

9- to the briefing that -we would like to discuss with the 

10 Commission and- that is an enforcement action. 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ If the Commission wishes to 

12 hear the enforcement action, I think then we will have to 

13 close the meeting. 

14 why don't we proceed without that until we develop 

15 enough background- to decide how to deal with that. 

16 MR. D~YOUNG: That was our plan. 

17 I think the problem began to arise on the 21st of 

18 September when a PG&E engineer began questioning the -diagram 

19 that has become so famous. About that same date the 

20 Commission was briefed on the lice~sing of Diablo Canyon, 
- ' 

21 the low-power licensing action. The next day on the 

22 September the 22nd NRR issued the low-power license. 

23 On September th~ 25th the lowest level, the second 

24 level PGtE management was advised of the potential error 

25 that had been found by the engineer. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ What date was that, the 25th? 

2 MR. DeYOUNG: September the 25th. 

3 On September the 27th at about 4:30 in the 

4 afternoon we were informed, our resident inspector was 

5 informed of the potential mistake that had been made. That 

6 was on a Sunday, a Sunday a fte:cnoon. He informed the 

7 regional people that same day. 

8 The next day, Mdnday, the 28th of September, the 
• 

g licensee officially notified the NBC of the apparent 

10 mistake. 

11 The next day we met, our people met. We have a 

12 rather formal arrangement when a potential problem of this 

13 type comes up. Who is responsible? We don't want to do -- 14 redundant work. So we have a group within NRR and I&E that 

15 get together to try to define the problem to make a 

16 distribution of the work and so on. It is a rather formal 

17 group. Darrel· Eisenhut for: NRR, for example, will sign the 

18 agreement of distribution of work on any problem of this 

19 type with Ed Jorian of I&E. 

20 They met, they talked it over all day and they 

21 agreed and signed on September 29th an agreement_ of how we 

22 would proceed with this problem. They divided the work up 

23 and they proceeded to follow that. 

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; This was an internal 

25 agreement? 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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MF.. DeYOUNG: Internal agreement of how to address 

2 the problem. We had limite~ resources and we wanted to get 

3 the best resources we have various aspects of the problem. 

4 On each major problem of this type that goes across office 

5 lines we tcy to m~ke sure we don't waste the resources we 

6 have. we get the best resources possible to focus on the 

7 problem. 

8 They made the agreement on a Tuesday and they 
• 

g began to work on that agreement. Part of it was for a joint 

10 inspection, a special inspection that involved meetings with 

11 the I&E people and the NRR people and they began to follow 

12 that procedure. 

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: About how large a group do 

14we actually hava working on Diablo Canyon matters at the 

15 moment? 

16 MR. ENGELKEN: Out of Region V we had four people 

17 engaged in the investigation work at the PG&E offices on a 

18 full-time basis for a couple of weeks. NRR had a group of I 

19 think five or six people working concurrenty for a shorter 

20 period of time, a~proximately a week I believe. 

21 MR. DeYOUNG: Is that sufficient? 

22 I think we have gotten to the point we are now. 

23 We have it in three phases. We have the technical 

24 requirements to satisfy the staff, the program that we need 

25 to follow to convince the staff that the plant ~s ready to 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 proceed with licensing and to load the fuel and so on. That 

z is ~ne big aspect of it. Harold Denton is going to make the 

3 pre sen ta ti on on that. 

4 I&E, as I said before, has as one part of it 

s.looked at the potential enforcement that we might take. 

6 That is a separate issue· and we are prepared to talk about 

7 that after Harold gets through with his presentation if the 

8 Commission wishes. 

9 Then there is the matter of the State of 

10 California. They have proposals in to the Commission for 

' 
1t their consideration~ We have not addressed that. 

12 One of the reasons the Regional Administrator from 

13 Region V is here is that he is closest to the meeting out 

14 there and he is closest to what he thinks is the feeling in 

15the State and he might give you some views as to what he 

16 hears. and he feels in that realm~ So you might take that 

17 into c.onsideration when you are making your decision on what 

18 to do with the proposal from the Governor of California. 

19 ~ith that I was going to let Harold begin his 

20 presentation on the first part of what we have done. 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Dick, I think you lost me. 

22You were talking about three phases. 

23 MR. DeYOUNG: .Three items, the technical 

24 requirements to get the plant to proceed to licensing, the 

25 enforcement and the Governor's letter. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 Harold. 

2 (Slide presentation.) 

3 MR. DENTON: If we could have slide No. 2. 

I w~ll talk about what we have learned in the two 

5 meetings that we have had with.the 'company to date and what 

6 we learned from the results of the inspections and meetings 

7 which have been held with the applicant. 

8 We will talk about what the company had proposed 
• 

~to do last week, what we are recommending in the 50.54F 

1aletter as an extension of that program and mention what is 

11 known today about the company• s schedule •. 

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Can I just ask you about a 

1adetail. Bill kept referring to 50.54E. Was that iritended 

14· to be '"F "? 

15 MR. DENTON: It is HF" I believe. 

16 MR~ De YOUNG: "F" • 

17 MR. DENTON: May I have slide·3, please. 

18 At the conclusion of that meeting, .. which was our 

19 first introdu~tion to the scope of t~e problem, we had asked 

20 the company £or three items. ~e asked them for a technical 

21 report providing the results of their reanalysis of the 

22 containment annulus area and a description of the proposed 

23 modifications and the analytical bases for those changes. 

·9 24 We also asked them for a re~ecification of the seismic 

25design of all safety related systems ~nd we asked that a 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 priority reverification involving the URS/Blume matters be 

2 done first. That set the stage for the October 9th meeting. 

3 Then following that time the company was going 

4 down this path and making these types of studies. We were 

5 meeting with them, as shown on the slide. 

6 I no~ w~nt to turn to slide No. 4 and talk about 

7 the errors which have been detected t6 date. I think these 

a errors are well. summarized in the most recent letter from 

9 Governor Brown. There is an attachment to that letter that 

10 identifies the same ones. 

11 

12 summary? 

13~ 

14· 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you agree with that 

!R. DENTON: Yes. 

The first three were the ones about the mirror 

15 image problem of the frames in the annulus that we discussed 

16 with you before and the incorrect distribution within the 

17 company of some of the spectra that were generated by 

18 Blume. We may have mentioned that there was a Blume 

19 analysis done in H'ay and then corrected in June and the 

2ocompany ha~ used the May analysis originally and did not 

21 follow up on the new design model. Then th ere were errors 

22 made in the assumed weight and distribution of the 

· 23 components in that area. 

24 ' Then there were a number of other errors which 

25 have been detected so far unrelated to these three but 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 related to the same general topic of seismic design. Then 

2 also ~ number of errors have been detected during their 

3 reverification program by their consultant who is doing the 

~s~ismic reverification program. These have all been 

5 described in the transcript that was provided to you and was 

6 provided t;, all the parties. 

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you give a short 

a summary of what kinds of errors those others are? You said 

g they were unrelated. 

10 KR. DENTON: Unre.lated to the above .. three errors. 
( ... 
! • 

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What kinds? 

12 MR. DENTON: If I could go to back-up slide No. 

13 4A. This is a summary Of five specific errors that have· 

J4 been found to date. By unrelated~ they are not related to 

15 the seismic one.. They con tin rie to indicate· to me a lack of 

10.engineering controls during this period, but they are not 

17 related to the annul us weights. 

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINd; Do we have a copy of that 

19 slide in our package? 

20 MR. DENTON: No~ I would be happy to provide it. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Thank you. 

22 MR. DENTON: Slide 4B, I believe it is, shows the 

23 errors which have been found by the reverification program 

· 24 to date. This is as a result of a reverification anaysis 

25 that we· have asked for in the original meeting. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 So all in all they are finding a .number of 

2 instances of a lack of formality in their controls and 

3 follow-up in the areas relating especially to seismic design~ 

4. If I could go to page S~ I had mentioned that 

searlier, the first bullet, which we had asked the company to 

6 do during the first meeting which was a complete 

7 re¥erificatin of the seismic design. PG&E proposed at the 

a most recent. meeting to continue that effort and do a review 
( . 

gby themselves of all service related contracts looking 

10 mainly for verificatibn wheth~r QA control~ were in place 

11 but not looking behind the paper necessarily unless they 

12 found. that there were deficiencies in the controls. 

13 COMMTSSIONER.GILINSKY: Well, let's see, is that 

t4 what th~ reverification program meant then? 

15 MR. DENTON: That is what the company's proposed 

16· rev er if ica ti on program was last, week, to do the three tests 

17 that we had asked for originally and to expand it. 

18 According to this bottom bullet they would do an internal 

19 review of all pre-'78 service contracts and if- they found 

20 deficiencies in that they would look further. Now we didn't 

21 adopt that proposal. 

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Did you reject it? 

23 MR. DENTON: Well, I recommend that you reject it, 

24 yes• 

25 The next page then, item 6, is a summary of the 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 staff conclusions based on everything that we have heard so 

2 far and learned so far. 

3 COM!ISSIONER GILINSKT: Could you just go back a 

4:minute. What is it that you are not recommending as 

5 presumably not sufficient? 

6 MR. DENTON; The last bullet, that they would 

7 ~eview themselves ---

·8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY; And what do you find 
• 

9 deficient in that? 

10 MR. DENTON; I think it needs to look beyond the 

11 existence of paperwork. I want to s~e the numbers on the 

12 paper are accurate.. I think they were proposing more to 

13 lodk for documentation of a QA -- (Simultaneous 

14 Conversations - Inaudible). 

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: That checks had been made 

16 and so on? 

17 MR. DENTON: That may have been m~e but did not 
; 

18 propose, if. they found exam pl.es of documentation, they were 

19 not going to go under the.documentation to see if the 

20 assumptions and number~ were correct. 

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But in the items under the 

22 first bullet the company was planning to go behind whatever 

23 QA documentation there was or wasn't and actually examine 

24 the calculations? 

25 MR. DENTON; Yes, that is right. In that one we 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 had asked for a complete reverification of the analyses and 

2 calculations that went into that particular activity. 

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Does the first one apply 

4.only to post-78 activities, or would that be pre and post? 

5 MR. DENTON: Since we didn't adopt it, I don't 

6 want to dwell too much on this one, but that is the 

7 reverification of the activities in the '77 time fram~ when 

a they were using Dt". Blume' s service f ::>r analysis of seismic 
~ . 

9 details. 

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am having difficulty 

11 tracking what is then different between bne and two. No. 1 

12 is working on the seismic design of safety related 

13 structures and No~. 2 is also the seismic design of safety 

14 related structures. 

15 MR~ DENTON: Let me ask Dick or Bob if they recall 

16 what the company. specifically had in mind. 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: This slide represents the 

18 company's proposal; is that right? 

19 MR. DENTON: Yes. 

20 Can anyone help us out? 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I assume you are going to 

22 discuss in more detail what you are recommending? 

23 MR. DENTON: Yes. I just wanted to give you a 

24 preview of it. They were not proposing to expand beyond 

25 what had been. agteed to at the October 9th meeting with the 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 exception of the last bullet. They were going to do some 

2 more internal checking for documentation. 

3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: I must say I am a little 

4 =onfused, too, because on top you say "Complete 

5 reverification of seismic design of safety related 

6 structures, systems and components. .. You know, . . . 
Tcomplete reverification is pretty extensive. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am glad someone shared my . 
g confusion. 

10 COHMISSION~R GILINSKY: Now you can hardly do more 

11 than have a complete reverification. 

12 MR. DENTON: Well, let's stop here and see if we 

13 can straight it out. I don't remember what the company had 

14 proposed for that specifically. 

15 MR~ EISENHUT~ It has been a few days back. Let 

16 me try to go back. The first item was they referred to· as a 

17 Cloud reverification program. They were using an 

18 independent consultant, Bob Cloud. That was the first 

19 distinction 

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, that is on a 

21 sampling b:i. sis. 

22 ~R. EISENHUT: The first program was looking at 

~John Blume interf~ces and it was looking pre-1978 and it was 

24 using an independent consultant. Those were really the 

25 three elements. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Was it strictly focused 

2 then on the work done by Blume or the PG&E/Blume interface? 

3 MR. EISENHUT: It was that service related 

4 contract that they had with Blume and it was looking both. 

5 internal in PG&E and in Blume. 

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It was focused on that one 

7 service contract? 

8 MR. EISENHUT: Yes, it was. That is the 

9 distincti.on. 

10 MR. DENTON: Then there are other seismic design 

11 facets that were not done by Blume and were done 

12 internally. That is why they were proposing an audit with 

13their own resources for aiequate documentation~ 

14 Slide No. 6 summarizes what I think we consider 

15 the shortcomings in their QA program in that time period. I 

1&have characterized there is a lack of rigor and formality in 

17 their engineering controls and have attempted to identify at 

1a.least the three characteristics where we found weaknesses in 

19 their system. 

20 The person who had responsibility for the contract 

21 with URS/Blume did not have a formal way of communicating 

22 input data. Apparently it took place by telephone by 

23 various levels in management and he did not sign every memo 

24 that werrt to Dr. Blume. Neither did he follow-up formally 

25 in .the results th~t came back from Dr. Blume. So. it seems 

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 to be that informal. interface between the company and 

2 URS/Blume in that time period that led to these difficulties. 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Were the communications 

4.clearly identified. as related even to Diabl.o Canyon Unit 1 

5 in every case? In other words, you say they weren't signed, 

6 but my. impression was that some of them were not even 

1 clearly identified as being appropriate for -- {Simultaneous 

a Conversations - Inaudible) • 
• 

9 MR. DENTON~ That is ~ight, and they weren't all 

10 wr·i tten down. It appeared to be a very informal use of a 

11 consultant. 

12·· COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, that key diagram, as 

13 I recall; wasn't labeled at all~ 

14, MR. DENTON: That is right. They just had not 

15 applied to their service contract with Dr. Blume the type of 

16 QA· control~ which you would have expected to have been ~n 

17 pl.ace at that time. There are a number of our criteria that 

18 go to a QA program that were not foll.owed in this time frame •. 

19 

20 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You say this time frame. 

MR. DENTON: I am talking about the '77 period 

21 where most of our effort has focused. Now they did change 

22 the nature of their contracts with service consultants after 

23 this time frame and I will come to that part la_ter. 

24 MR. DeYOUNG: The~e might be a point as to why ~t 

25 was so inf~cmal. The PG&E ani Blume homes are so close 
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1 together they can walk to each other and work together as 

2 staffs. It is. not that they have to.write letters to each 

3 other but they are very close together. They have had a 

4 long relationship together and they know each other. So 

5 they have forme1 some habits perhaps that were not as formal 

6 as they might be otherwise. · 

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, that was mentioned 

a at the meeting the other day and I wondered about. it, 
~ . 

9 because the degree of informality was greater than you would 

10 expect between two departments in the same company. 

11 MR. DeYOUNG: We are not sure of that, and that is 

12 why we are looking within PG&E. 

13 COM~ISSIONER AHEARNE: I would agree with Vic. I 

14 think your point, Dick, is that you are. not sure whether 

15 even within the company that informality is there, but I 

16 would certainly agree with Vic• s point. 

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: My imptession was at least 

18 in other areas that things were handled differently in 

19 different subject areas within the company. 

20 MR. DeYOUNG: Within the company. 

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Although I would certainly 

22 like to hear about that. 

23 MR. DeYOUNG: That is what part of the 

24 verification ptogcam is going to do. 

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But I must say that those 
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1 diagrams and the manner in which they were transferred 

2 surprised me and it would have surprised me even if it had 

3 happened between two adjoining offices within the company. 

4 CHAIBMAN PALLADINO; I would be personally 

19 

5 surprised if I had kept my own notes that poorly because I 

6 am not sure that I could later verify what was intended by 

7 these notes. I think they represent more than informality. 

a I think they actually represent what I would call. poor 

9. practice. 

10 

11 

MR. DeYOUNG: I understand. 

MR. DENTON: It appears that when they bought 

12 materials such as steel pipe that they had a formal QA 

13 program in place.. The proposal on steel pipe had long, 

1¢detailed specifications attached to the contract~ Their 

15 department would pour through the specifications and a QA 

1spcogram fotmality existed in the procrirement of materials 

17 and in the procurement of instruction activities where you 

18 would expect the kind of .controls we are talking about to 

19 exist• 

20 It appears ~hat when they went out for analytical 

21 services during this period the contracts were extremely 

22 bri~f. They were one-page or two-page contacts and that 

23 they sort of deferred perhaps to the prestige of their 

. 24,consultants and they gave him very informally the 

25 information he needed to do the re view and they treated the 
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1 result that came back in an informal fashion~ 

2 MR. ENGELKEN: I would like to just add to that. 

3 The relationship with Blume began I believe back in the 

4 '66-'67 time frame before there were any formal NRC/AEC 

5 quality assurance requirements. It was a small contract~ 

6 It grew through the years into a much more substantial 

7 contract. Initially I believe it was very small and there 

a were essentially no quality assurance requirements of the 
• 

9 AEC at that time. So it begari on a very informal basis and 

10 it was just con·tinued on that basis apparently as it grew 

11 through the years. 

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am rather surprised at 

13 the, and I am not sure you can call it informal or bad 

14 practice, but it just wasn't certainly the type of practice 

15 that I am fam~liar with corning out of military systems, 

16 weapons analysis and so forth, in which this kind of. keeping 

17 track of information which you use is critical and you have 

18 to keep track of it very carefully. 

19 Is it your sense that in general in the nuclear 

20Power field or in the large-scale,power production, facility 

21 development, large coal plants and so forth, that this is 

22 standard practice, this what I would have called looseness? 

23 MR. ENGELKEN: ~ell, I think there is far more 

M formality. For instance, there was f~r more formality 

25 within the company on their own internal matters. It is 
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1 their interface relationship with these service contractors 

2 where the· system broke down. I think the problem with 

3 vendors and the interface between the owner and the builder 

4 and his vendors is a perennial problem that we have been 

5 dealinq with an~ find to be a continuous source of trouble. 

6 COM~ISSIONER AHEARNE: Your answer sounds like it . 

7 is ~reader tha~ just the relationship in this company. 

8 !R. ENGELKEN: I think generally it is. 
• 

9 MR. DENTON: With.regard to the service related 

10 contracts, -apparently they had a total of 12 such service 

11 related contracts at the time and these lack of formal 

12 interfaces and controls seemed to exist on all 12 and about 

13 8 of the 12 were seismic related. The other four were other 

14 safety related issues. 

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Had you touched on the 

16 second item? I was particularlx interested in whether this 

17 was a widespread practice or :>ne limited to, let's say, the 

18 lack of adequate control of design information. 

19 MR. DENTON: Well, design and use I would say of 

20 the design information. 

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Ace you limiting that 

22 observation to the contracts that we are talking about? 

23 MR. DENTON: Yes, that is right. It was drawn 

Mfrom the errors reported to date. 

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Was there a different 
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1 practice followed on designs generated internally when they 

2 hai to b~ transferrej from one department to another? 

3 MR •. DENTON; Let me defer to Bob. 

4 MR. ENGELKEN: I am only aware of one problem that 

5 we found in that particular area and that was the failure to 

6 transmit the desi1n information to the electrical group. 

7 The information ~ame from Blume and it was distributed to 

a the ottier ~roup~ within PG&E that were supposed to get the 
• 

9 information but there was a failure to distribute it to the 

10 electrical group. I know of only one problem that was found 

11 in that area. 

12 MB •. DENTON: Now as .to how to remedy this· 

13 situation, let's gd to slide 7. This slide 7, the program 

14 that is outlined here is predicated on the assumption that 

15 the weaknesses in the program are focused in the 'service 

16 contract area and that it is not a universal breakdown 

17 throughout the company. 

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, that is what I 

19 wanted to pin down earlier. 

20 MR. DENTON: Although it is designed to sample 

21 these other: areas and it is open ended, but if in sampling 

22 those you do find similar weaknesses that can be broadened. 

23 But it starts o~t with a big focus on service related 

24 contracts and a sampling of other areas. Then based on the 

25 results of that sampling ~t could be expanded. 
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Did you investigate to see 

2 whether or not this was limited to the interface problem 

3 between Blume and PG&E? 

4 

5 

MR. DENTON: It is ongoing. 

MR. ENGELKEN: We looked at other service 

6 contracts as well, three or four others, and found sirniiar 

7 problems ther~. I think the situation with Blume was the 

a worst case that we found. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Did you investigate to see 

10 whether there were pr6blems other than interface problems 

23 

11 with anybody? In other words, did you check to see if there 

12 were problems within PG&E with regard to its own work? 

13 MR. DENTON: The focus so far as been on the other 

14.and it has only been 30 days. Bob h~s been sampling this 

15 other area for ten years I guess. 

16· MR. ENGELKEN: Generally we had found the QA 

17 within the PG&E organization quite good. After this problem 

18 came. up we did find that one case where they failed to 

19 disseminate the Blume design information to the electrical 

26group, but other than that the design reviews and the design 

· 21 verifica ti:>ns within the company we found to be adequate. 

22 Generally in inspecting the on-site construction effort at 

~ the· Diablo site through the years it has been at least 

24 average and probably better than average. 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Have you had in the past in 
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1 your inspection history of Diablo Canyon during 

2 construction, have there been previous findings and 

3 enforcement actions taken in this area of quality assurance? 

4 MR. ENGELKEN: Our program does not really include 

5 very much inspection in that particular area. That is a gap 

6 that has existed .in our program. Initially back in 1970 

7 when the Appendix B criteria came out and were imposed on 

a construction efforts we inspected. at that time to ma~e sure 
• 

9 that the company did have a system for design r~view. We 

10 established at that time that there was a design review 

1t system and that it had been implemented. That ~as what the 

12 program re~uired of us at that time and we have fulfilled 

13· that re=Juirement. 

Through ~he years we have ha~ some inspection 

15 effort in that area, but rather limited compared with our 

1a.on-site construction inspection work. So it has been one of 

17 the weaker parts of our inspection program, the general 

18 inspection of design review requirements. 

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, given that then, 

20 Harold, did you say that you are going to do a sampling? 

21 MR. DENTON: Yes. 

22 C9MMISSIONER AHEARNE: What \Jill you use to 

23 determine whether or not the sample has led you to go 

e 24 farther, any problem or some number of problems? 

25 MR. DENTON: Let's go to slide 7 and I will try to 
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1 answer that. 

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, let's see, I wonder 

3 if that is the right order to take things in, John. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I thought he was on this 

5 slide. 

6 MR. DENTON: I am. 

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You are done on this slide? 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ No, he is on the slide. . ' . 

9· This is the slide he is talking to. 

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO.: Is this slide 7? 

11 MR. DENTON: Yes. I was going to deal with what 

12 we ought to do· in the known areas first and then go to what 

13 to do in the areas we ar.e going to sample. 

CHAIR!AN PALLADINO: tet's ~roceed then. 

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Assuming you are going to 

1&~tart ip on this slide,· could you say a word or two about 

17 what the significance of a 50.54F letter is as opposed to 

1aany other action we might take. For one thing you have 

19 obviously decided not to withdraw the license or recommend 

20 that. In any case, where does this fit in our inspection of 

21 regulatOl=Y tools? 

22 ~R. DENTON: It is a vehicle we often use to 

23 solicit informati::>n from a li:::ensee to determine whether or 

24 not a license should be suspended~ revoked or modified. 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is to require 
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1 information. 

2 MR. DENTON: It is to require information from the 

3 applicant to make that determination. So it is not an 

4 order. It stops short of ordering it, but it does require 

5 information to enable us to make a decision of whether an 

6 order would be appropriate. 

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: To what extent is the 

a licensee constrained, not .that I expect them to rush ahead 
• 

9 or anything, but what are the legal constraints on moving 

10 forward and, for example, loading fuel? 

11 MR. DENTONl At the moment we have not issued any 

12 orders modifying the existing license, but he has committed 

13 not to proceed with fuel loading and that would be 

1~reiterat~d in ou~ letter to.him until he had our approval 

15 and we had this information and had reviewed it. 

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: This is what, a written 

17 commitment? 

18 !R. DENTON; Perhaps I should ask our courrsel. 

19 MR. ENGELKEN: The licensee in his initial 

20 notification to us had a statement that fuel would not be 

21 loaded until _the NRC gives concurrence. 

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Does that impose a legal 

23 obligation? 

24 MR. ENGELKEN: In my view it does. I am not a 

25 lawyer. 
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MR. BICKWIT: No. I wouldn't say it imposes a 

2 1 eg al ob ligation, no • 

3 MR. DENTON: There is no doubt in my mind that it 

4 is an effective obligation. 

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No, I don't expect them to 

6 load fuel but I am just trying to understand how we are 

7 going about doing our, business. 

8 MR. BICKWIT: It is not a legal obligation· in the . 
9 sense that to violate it would not bring forth the sanctions 

10 that the Commission is capable of using against violators. 

11 MR. MIRAGLIA: I think we also have to keep in 

12 mind that they have technical specifications as part of 

13 their low-power license. These techincal specifications 

14 define operability and inoperability of systems. Since some 

15 of the key systems are in doubt with respect to the errors,. 

16 they cannot declare them operable and would be prohibited 

17 under the- existing tech specs to operate unless they can 

18 clearly show that these systems that are required by the 

19 tech specs are indeed operable. 

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, it does seem a 

21 round-around way of communicating. 

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Frank, would you identify 

23 yourself for the record. 

24 MR. MIRAGLIA: Yes. I am sorry, sir. Frank 

25 Miraglia, NRC staff. 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Let's see, they are also 

2.required to give you 30 days notice and to provide certain 

3 information 30 days before loading fuel. So as a practical 

4 matter· with this l.etter in their hand I take it they 

5 couldn't go ahead and load fuel if they hadn't given you 

6 that inforn a tion. 

7 

8 

MR. DENTON: That would be the practical effect. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I don't thin~ anybody 

9 expects them to load fuel. 

10 MR. ENGELKEN: Their initial report to us dated 

11 September 28th signed by Philip Crane of Pacific Gas and · 

12 Electric Company says: "Fuel loading will be ·delayed until. 

13 a resolution of. those i terns necessary for fuel loading are 

14 completed and concurrence is obtained from the NRC. We will 

15 keep you inf or med of progress during the re view." 

16 MR. DENTON: I think the action we take depends on 

17 the situation •. Since they had not loaded fuel. and they have 

18 agreed not to loai fuel until it is resolved to our 

19 satisfaction I didn't see the need for anything more than 

20 what we were proposing. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But th~s letter in effect 

22 though tells them that they have got to provide information 

23 before they can load fuel. 

24 

25 

MR. DENTON: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I gather also that the NRC 
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1 must accept the information. 

2 MR. DENTON; Yes, and approve it. If they went 

3 ahead and loaded fuel, then in spite our admonition we would 

4 issue an order. 

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let's see, does it say we 

6 have to approve what we have received? 

7 

8 

MR. DENTON: Yeso 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; Why don't we wait until he 

g describes the pro;;,ram. 

10 MR. DENTON: What we need is a program to restore 

11 confidence in the adequacy of their design. That would 

12 somehow re-establish the p~oper engineering controls in the 

13 areas that we found deficient. So our program starts by 

14 requiring an independent complete reverification of all the 

15 safety related activities performed by URS/Blume. 

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; You· used a key word in 

17 there which I think has become very important in much of the 

18 correspondence. You said independent. 

19 

20 

MR. DENTON: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Would you describe what you 

21 mean by in:iepen:ient because I think there are a number of 

22 different opinions on that. 

23 KR. DENTON: That is right. My view of 

24 independent would be that the company or the individuals 

25 doing the reverification in order to be independent must 
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1 demonstrate integrity, competence 1nd not have been involved 

2 in the activitie~ which they are reviewing. 

3 Now the Governor~s letter that you received this 

4 morning would go further than that and. also say it must be 

' 5 someone who has not been employed by the company and that 

6 they would like a hand in selecting that person. But the 

7 three that I mention are the criteria that I would look for. 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: I have just a comment that 

g we have received a number of letters and they aren't all 

10 from the Governor that raise the question of independence. 

11 MR. DENTON: I think independence means ·at the 

t2 bottom without undue influence from the activity. I think 

13 integrity and competence·are what we are looking for. Then 

14 there are tou<;Jher issues of credibility and public reception 

15 that we will have to take into account. 

16 CHAIRMA~ PALLADINO: It is my impression also in 

17 your letter that you want to review the qualifications of 

18 the independent reviewers. 

19 MR. DENTON: That is right. 

20 The main errors that have been found have been in 

21 the seis•ic area. ·So the first element in our proposal is a 

22 complete reverification of all the safety related activities 

23 proposed by Blume, analysis of the impact of all 6£ errors 

24 on the safety of the plant and ·that the modifications to 

25 correct those errors be submitted and be approved by us .and 
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1 that we _have adequate time to review and concur in those 

2- changes prior to any fuel loading.. That would be the first 

- 3 el.ement. 

4_ COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you go a 1-ittle bit 

5 further into what you mean by a safety related activity? 

6 Are these all the calculations that were done and would this 

7 be tracking the calculations from looking to see _whether the 

a PG&& material was transmitted accurately to Blume and 

g whether the BlQme Company did the calculations using_ 

10 techniques that you agree with and then whether that 

1~ information was then transmitted back into the PG&E system 

r2 accurately and then used accurately? 

13 MR. DENTON: Yes, all of those. That would be 

14 spelled out in our- letter to them·- It would be the 

15 development, transmittal. and use of results. 

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: If I have understood 

17 correctly, first of all, that isn't limited to the '77-'78 

18 period. That would cover the life of the contracts dating 

19 back to '66? 

20 MR. DENTON: I don't know about '66. Remember the 

~ plant was redesigned after the original design to 

22 accommodate the Hosgri information. So it would focus on 

23 the redesign done in order to comply with the new Hosgri 

24 criteria. 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: This tracks with No. 1 then 
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1 on page 3 of the paper~ is that correct? 

2 

3 

MR. DENTON: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So it is the Hosgri Fault 

4 reanal.ysis? 

5 

6 

MR•- DENTON: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: When does that mean that 

32 

7 it would tend to begin in time? The Hosgri Fault was found 

a in, what, '72? When was the actual. redesign undertaken? 

9 

10 

MR. ENGELKEN: I believe '76. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: So the bulk of this-work 

11 is from '75 onwa.r:is? 

12 

13 

MR. DENTON: ·Yes. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Does complete 

1~reverification mean doing it all over again in fact? 

MR. DENTON: Well, not nec~ssarily. I don't think 

16 there is any finding to date that the- way _it was used within 

17 Blume's purview was incorrect. It is really the development 

18 of information that went to their consultant and then it is 

19 used later. 

20 

21 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Has anyone checked that? 

~R. DENTON: Let me ask Bob. That is part of the 

22 reverification program. 

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You mean whether or nai Blume 

24 used the right procedures will be part of the reverification 

25 program? 
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1 MR. DENTON: To date the errors which have been 

2 found have not been in that area. 

3 MR. DeYOUNG: I would like to ask Bobby 

4 Falkenberry to answer that question. 

5 MR. FALKENBERRY: Bob Falkenberry. We looked at 

6 the Blume site and it looked like their program was much 

7 more formally handled than the PG&E site .• 

8 COM~ISSIONER BRADFORD: You mean within Blume? 
• 

9. MR. FALKENBERRY:· That is correct. 

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: And not at the point at 

11 which they received documents f rorn PG&E obviously. 

12 MR. FALKENBERRY: · That is correct. Now they did 

1anot have a full Appendix B program in effect at that time. 

14 It wa~ probably not until about the 1976-77 time frame was 

15 that in effect •. 

16 COMMTSSIONER BRADFORD:· Let's see, Blume would 

17 have had a full Appendix B program in effect after '76? 

18 MR. FALKENBEBRY: They were committed to having a 

19 full Appendix B program in effect about 1977. That is when 

20 PG&E communicated to them formally and committed them to a 

21 full Appendix B program. That was in '77. 

22 CO~MISSIONER BRADFORD: So that they, too, should 

23 have had a program in effect that would have prevented work 

24 being done on the basis of a document such as the 

25 MR. FALKENBERRY: Every indication that we had in 
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1 lookin~ at the materials over at Blume and in talking to 

· 2 people was that it appeared they had ~ design calculation 

3 review 'program in effect for all work done for PG&E. 

4 However, they admit that any of the information that was 

s transmitted to them from PG&E was not included in this 

6 design verification of theirs. So things like the diagram 

7 would not have been picked up in their design review program. 

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Is that an.adequate 
• 

9 program then.? 

10 MR. FALKERBERRY: I don't think we would consider 

11 it an adequate program as of today, no. 

12 MR. DENTON: Let~s talk about what else needs to 

13be d6ne besides fixing the known errors. Ttiis goes to the 

14 second bull et then. 

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:. Before you go on, Harold, 

16 I am still not claar on what re verif ica ti on. actually means. 

17 Is it that in fact they will have to do over the 

1a'calculations that Blume or are they just going to be 

19 checking in effect tha interface? 

20 MR. DENTON: It is not redoing the Blume 

21 calculations over. It is to reverify the development, 

22 accuracy, transmittal and use of information and not rerun 

~the. computer runs. 

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: They really aren't 

25 reverifying the activities themselves then? 
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1 MB. DENTON~ That is right. 

2 :OMMISSIONER AHEARNE; Well, I assume that that 

3 means so long as they find the information transferred at 

4 the interf3.ce of PG&E/Blume is information unlike that 

5 diagram. If they find other cases where the information 

6 transmitted is incorrect they do have to then redo the 

7 calculations. 

8 MR. DENTON: Sure. What they have done is they 
• 

9 have outlined, and it is attached to the last transcript, an 

10 identification of the types of information that were 

11 developed and the interfaces· t_hat did exist in their plan to 

12 look and in fact it is in their looking that they have 

13 identified five errors so far in this area of transmittal of 

14 information. 

15 So I think it is a very logical approach to 

16 reverify, but it does not mean recalculating all the numbers 

17 al.l over again. It means a hard engineering look at beyond 

18 just the existence of paper to doc um en t it. It is to look 

19 to see if there is an adequate technical-basis underlying 

20 the values used. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are you going to check to see 

22if the inf~rmati6n that was transmitted was the information 

~ th~t was used in the calculations? 

24 KR. DENTON: Yes. When we you "we," w~ tend to 

25 have the applicant do that and we check him,. 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Does complete 

2 reverification mean the sampling techniques or will they 

3 really look ~t everything_ that flowed from PG&E to Blume 

4 during the period of concern? 

5 MR~ DENTON: For.this particular one, which is 
\:_ 

6 where we found the errors to date, it is my intent to really 

7 be complete and look at all the information that was 

a.transf~rred. I think we found enough errocs there to 

9 require complete re-exam~nation as opposed to a sampling 

10 re-examination. 

11 Now, as I mentioned earlier, of these service 

12 related c.ontracts in that period, eight of them related to 

13 seismic design and four did not. I am not able to tell that 

14 there was any organizational or procedural controls in place 

15 for these' :::>ther four that would se_parate them out from the 

16 other eight. So I think these other service related 

17 contracts should be subject to the same kind of design 

18 review and reverification program. All this is pre-'78. 

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now you have lost me. As I 

2o understand there were 12 contracts here. Four are not 

21 seismic and you just addressed those. Blume is one of the 

22 seismic. 

23 MR. DENTON: Correct. 

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What about the other seven? 

25 MR. DENTON: They will all be done as part of the 
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·. 1 reverification, in other words, all the seismic related 

2 service contracts will be re-examined completely. 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: How about the other four that 

4 are not seismic. 

5 MR. DENTON: They will do those, too. That is the 

6 first item under the second bullet. 
( 

7 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: But your first item in your 

a letter at leait speaks to specifically the Blume contract? 
• 

9 MR. DENTON:. I would go to the letter 

10 (Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible) •. 

11 COMKISSIONER AHEARNE: That is what I am talking 

12 about. I am read~~g the letter. 

13 MR. DENTON: Well, maybe it is not clear. 

14 Franki do you want to expand on what we meant 

15 there? 

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What page are you on? 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: I was on page 3. 

18 MR. KIRAGLIA: I think the key in that bullet is 

19 all other pre-June 1978 service rel~ted contracts. So Blume 

20 is the first one, and that was done on the priority basis, 

21 and then pr:-ior to :;roing ibove five percent all other 

22 pre-June 1978 service related contracts. The "other" means 

23 other than Blume. 

24 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let me understand. ~ou 

25 would fol.low these calculations into the plant design 
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1.wherever they w~re used and see that they were correc~ly 

2 applied? 

3 MR. DENTON: That is correct. 

-
4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: So you. are going beyond 

5 then what PG&E proposed or Hr. Cloud- proposed at the meeting 

6 the other day which clearly involved sampling. 

7 MR. DENTON: I don't think we are going beyond 

a with regard to the Blume issues. We are going beyond in the 
& 

9 other areas. 

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You are not going beyond in 

11 where? 

12 ~R. DENTON: For the Blume related analysis. 

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Y~u are not going beyon~ what 

14 the applicant had recommended or Blume. Is that right? I 

15 don't want to put words in your mouth. I would just like to 

16 understand what you are saying. 

17 MR. DENTON: On the Blume related activities it 

18 was our intent.that the complete reverification would flow 

19 all the way back into the company to be sure that the 

~ company used those numbers correctly in their analysis of 

21 their analysis of the full response spectra and equipment 

22 modifications. That would be a complete reverification 

_23 activity of the numbers that went to Blume and the numbers 

24that came back from Blume. 

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: And you are exteriding that 
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1 to other seismic related service contracts? 

2 MR. DENTON; That is right, if. I am unable to 

3 distinguish whether they had any better controls on any of 

4 those service contracts than they did on Blume, although for 

5 some reason Blume seems to be the most egregious example. 

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: At the bullet there you 

7 say prior to fuel load and opera ti on up to five percent 

a power. Do you mean prior to fuel load or are some of them 
• 

g prior to five percent power? 

10 MR. DENTON: Well, in the first bullet prior to 

11 fuel load, unless there were something that we were to agree 

12 with to be done later. To the extent that they find ·errors 

13 through the reverification that they make the modifications 

14 3.nd restore the plant to the condition that it is 

15 represented to be or justify why they didn't. 

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Because in your letter you 

17 break it up into two categories, one prior to fuel load and 

18 one prior to five percent power. Are you now lumping them 

· 19 all in together? 

20 MR. DENTON: In the first bullet I would lump all 

21 before fuel load. Then since we don't have examples of 

22 errors in these other areas I would permit them to do that 

23 during the fuel load and low-power testing provided they 

24 don't turn up big issues. 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In his letter that 
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1 particular thing is low-power spectra. 

2 COMMISSIONER GI LINSKY: There are th re'e items 

3 under that bullet. Which of those would have to be done 

4 before a fuel load? 

5 ~R. DENrON: Under the first bullet all three. Do 

6 the reverification, analyze the impacts of the errors and 

7 make the modifications that are required in the plant design. 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I don't think that is what 
• 

9 your letter says. 

MR. DENTON: It was intended to. 

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi I think your letter says at 

12 least 30 ~ays prior to the date you plan to proceed with 

13 fuel loading and op~rations up to five percent power provide 

14the following information. The first is the results of an 

15 independent complete design review and ~erification program. 

16 MR. DENTQN:. We can correct that. It was prior to 

17 fuel loading. 

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, I think it would clarify 

19 it. I . had that, same problem. 

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Harold, do you have any 

21 sense of the doll3.r volume of .these contracts? I am 

22 wondering how big a job this actually turns out to be? 

23 MR. DENTON: Just the first bullet or more? 

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: No, all of the service. 

25 contracts. 
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1 MR~ DENTON: I think we in the meeting we expanded 

2 the scope of their review by a factor of two or three or so 

3 because we moved beyond just the seismic. 

4 Lei me just explain the rest of this and then we 

5 will answer the dollar costs. 

6 The other parts that we need to get the 

7 independent look into are these other ~ervice related 

a contracts, and that is under the second bullet, and then we 
• 

9 nead to au1it PG&E's own internal design process to see if 

10 it had any of these same weaknesses. Then we need to check 

·11 the validity of the post-'78 service contracts. In other 

·12 words, by that time the company did get QA into all its 

1acontracts and you would not expect to find these errors. 

14 So the program that we have laid on them that 

15 expands what they have proposed would be to do all service 

16 related contracts, sample PG&E's own design process and 

17 sample the accuracy of information used post-'78 and supply 

18 us with all the modifications for our approval that would 

19 flow from that. Also, provide us a program plan for doinq 

20 it which would indicate the basis for their statistical 

21 sampling_ and how many errors they would have to find before 

22 it vould grow and a description of the qualifications of 

23 p~ople doing their work. 

24 Having gotten out the entire program, let me come 

25 back and ask if anyone knows what the dollar cost to the 
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1 company' in any phase of this would be. 

2 ~R. DIRCKS: The dollar volume 0£ the total 

3 contract. 

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It wasn't so much the 

5 dollar cost to the company of this that I was interested 

6 in. I wanted some sense of how much work was done under 

, 7 'those 12 contracts. 

8 MR. DENTON: Oh, under those 12. Well, they did I 
• 

9 guess the analytical part of their reanalysis to accommodate 

10 the Hosgri earthquake which was fairly substantial from a , 

11 safety standpoint. There were eight of them for the 

12 upgrading of the plant from a seismic, standpoint. Then the 

13 other four dealt with things like containment penetration 

14 d,esign. ·All eight were important safety related contracts. 

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But we ~on't have a feel 

16 at this point "for the total volume of work it is that is 

17 going to have to be reviewed ~s part of the satisfaction of 

18 the requirements you are proposing? 

19 MR. DENTON: I guess I don't know how to define 

20 volume. I know the activities they encompassed, but I don't 

21 know, the volume. 

22 Does ~omeone what to volunteer? 

23 C No response.) 

24 COMMISSIONER'GILINSKY: I h~te to belabor this 

25 point, but could I ask you again, when· you talk about 
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1 service related contracts down below are you talking about 

2 the non-seismic contracts or are those the remaining seismic 

3 con tracts? 

4 KR. EISENHUT: Non-Blume. It is all the remaining. 

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Seismic contracts? 

6 HR. EISENHUT: ~· -
1'iO • 

7 COMMIS$IONER GILINSKY: You are not distinguishing 

a.between seismic and non-seismic? 
• 

9- nR. EISENHUT: To put it another way, the first 

10 one is just Blume. 

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I see, all of that is just 

12 Bl.ume. 

13 MR. EISENHUT: And the bott::>m one is the other 

14 11 •. If you look actrially ~t the letter, the second item, 

15 and it might help to add the word "all" if you look at the 

16 top of page 4. The i tern at the bot tom is they have to do 

17 PG&E's service related contractors, work that was done prior 

18 to 1978. lie didn't say all non -seismic Blume and a 11 

19 others, but it is just all service related contracts other 

20 than Blume in the first one. 

21 MR. DENTON: I think Commissioner Gilinsky is 

22 correct. It was my understanding that the present activity 

23 going on· encompasses all seismic related ~ith Blume just 

24 having priority and we wanted a reverification of all 

25 seismic related which would encompass the eight contractors 
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1 to the extent they did anything on seismic. Now if they did 

2 activities in other areas I would defer that to the second 

3 bullet. 

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: So the first category is 

5 then all. seismic contracts. 

6 MR. DENTON: Let me modify it here at the table to 

7 say all seismic related activities. 

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: With Blu•e's analysis 
• 

g having priority in the reverification program. 

10 MR. DENTON: Yes, that is correct, with that one 

11 hav_ing the priority. 

12 COMKISSIONER AHEARNE~ Are iou also modifying the 

13way that it is written on the sl,ide? The first is something 

14 that has to be done prior to operation up to five percent 

15 pover. 

16 MR. DENTON: Before fuel loading. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE~ Th~ second is prior to 

18 exceeding five percent. So at 1.east on the slide there are 

19 two different ways of saying approximately the same thing. 

20 Are you saying th3.t the first really is just prior to fuel. 

21 load? 

22 MR. EISENHUT: No. 

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It says so.· 

24 ·MR. EISENHUT: The different piece there is true, 

25 the first item is prior to fuel load, but the other piece 
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1 th~t is me~nt is that is all that would be required prior to 

2 going up to five percent. Hence, that is why both the items 

3 are ·there. Maybe it is n.ot very clear. 

4 COMKISSIONER AHEARNE: But, Darrell, if the first 

5 group is what is required prior to going up to five percent; 

6 in other words, you can go up to five percent? 

7 MR. EISENHUT; You must complete that work before 

a.you can load fuel and you must also have completed it before 
• 

g you can go up -- (Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible). 

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But you must have completed 

11 it before you load fuel. 

12 MR. DENTON: I think it is an undue complication. 

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Can we just drop all of 

14 those. 

15 MB. DENTON: Yes. It was intended before loadinq 

16 fuel they would have a reverification of all seismic ~elated 

17 activities with. service con tractors. Maybe we got too fancy 

18 with the words here. However, the second part was intended 

19 to apply in those areas where to date we have not found 

20 errors of the type that have been described that we would 

21 permit this reverification program to be ongoing during the 

~ lo~-power Dhase. When you actually make ~he decison to 

23 permit fuel load we would have at that time the results of 

M thes~ other audit programs to see if they were tutnin~ up 

25 similar pr~blems ~c not. 
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKY; The first batch. 

MR. DENTON: Yes. I think the wording can be 

3 improved and would do that in any correspondence. 

4 :OMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Would you look at page 5 of 

5 your letter. This speaks to the information to be provided 

6 as a result of the design review and this is the other 11 

7 service contracts I believe. Is ihat correct? 

8 

9 

~R. DENTON: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: One of the things to be 

1o·pro.vided: "The criteria for the selection of a sample of 

11 safety-rel~ted structures, systems and components for 

12 reverifying the design process." 

13 I had th~ught that you were doing a complete 

14 reverification of everything that went through the service 

15 .related contracts. What is the sample that you are now 

16 speaking of? 

17 MR. DENTON: The sample would apply to the PG&E 

18 .internal design activities and the post- '78 service 

19 contracts. 

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I wonder if there is a 

21 distinction drawn between reverifying the manner in which 

22 things were handled and actually recalculating. 

23 MR. CASE: We tried to word it so that you would 

24 look at the way things were handled and reverify a sample, 

25 and even though correctly handled to reverify some in that 
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1 group. 

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, it is a 

3 reverification program but you are not reverifying every 

4 item. Is that what you are suggesting? 

5 

6 

MR. CASE: That is what Frank and I had in mind. 

:OMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What then is a complete 

7 reverification? 

8 MR. CASE: The complete means everything in that 

9 area, seismic or Blume or whatever. 

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If we are having this much 

11 trouble interpreting what the word means·-- (Simultaneous 

12 Conversations - Inaudible). 

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Let me ask the question a 

14 different way. 

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: ~11 right. If we, at least 

16 for myself, if I have this much difficulty understanding 
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17 what your letter means, how am I going to understand whether 

18 the results that you get back meets with what the letter 

19 requests. 

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: The letter hasn't gone out 

21 yet and presumably we are q-oing to clarify the letter. 

22 MR. DENTON: I have indicated that this in which 

23 we warited to move and we sent this down last week so it 

24 would be available and I would expect to polish it up based 

25 on the comments we got. 
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Ed has just pointed out 

2 that the r:verification is the sampling, correct? 

3 MR. CASE: (Nodding affirmatively.) 

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is why one speaks 

5 about the criteria for the section of a sample for 

6 reverifying. But the description at the beginning talks 

7 about doing a complete verification .. 

8 MR. CASE: I have to distinguish that one from the 

9 sampling ones of the internal PG&E where you don't have to 

10 look at all the procedures. 

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Sure. We understand that 

12 part. 

13 COM~ISSIONER AHEABNE: What you describe I think I 

14 probably don't have any problem with. I would argue that 

15 the letter doesn't really come across the same way. 

16 MR. DENTON: I think that is why it takes a long 

17 time to get letters out. 

18 (Laughter.) 

19 MR. DENTON: This one was generated I guess just a 

20 iay after the meeting with the company so we would have 

21 --(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible). 

' 

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I understand you are 

23 trying to ~ive us a job here so we would have something to 

24 do. 

25 (Laughter.) 
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So if I can understand, 

2 what you are saying, it is that you are going to try to 

3 check every item of information that crosses the boundary 

4 between the PG&E organization and the service contractors 

5 and then the service contractors back into the PG&E 

6 organization, and that you are going to do a ·sample of 
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7 actually tracking the complete calculation along that chain 

a as well as do a sample of the calculations internal to PG&E; 

9 is that correct? 

10 MR. DENTON: That sounds like what I had in mind. r 

11 Let me ask the people who wrote the letter. 

12 

13 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think it would be worth 

14 spending a little time in clarifying this point~ 

15 

16 

.. MR. DENTON: All right. 

Slide 8. In order to be clear on some of these 

17 points the same letter had asked that the company provide 

18 its program plan 3.S it had for the earlier effort so that we 

19 could agree that the scope of program is what we had in mind 

20 and to describe the quali£ications of the people they had 

21 selected to do these tasks so that we could make our own 

22 judgment. 

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is there a statement in the 

24.letter that says th~t you would comment on or approve the 

25 qualification of personnel of the contractor to perform an 
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1 independent design verification program? 

2 KR. DENTON: At the top of p~ge 9, item B in the 

3 proposed letter, does ask for this information and it would 

4 give us the opportunity to object if we didn't agree with it. 

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It doesn't explicitly state 

6 that, does it? 

7 

8 

MR. DENTON: No. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you have a problem with 

9 saying that? 

10 ·MR. DENTON: No. It certainly c~n be explicit. I 

11 think it is usually understood. 

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, given p~rticularly 

13·the great interest in having an independent review and 

14 recognizing that many people don't use your definiticn of 

1&independence, that is they would accept the integrity, the 

16 competence and not previously involved, but they would go 

17 one step farther, not employed by the company. 

18 

. 19 

MR. DENTON: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think the implication that 

2o NRC would rule on the competency and the adequacy of these 

21 consultants, I think it would be well to put that explicitly o 

22 MR. DENTON: If you do want to go beyond the three 

23 I have stated now is probably the time to decide so that the 

24 program could get moving in that way. 

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: This means in effect that 
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1 you would Leview Dr. Cloud's effort to see whether it met 

2 these criteria? 

3 MR. DENTON: Well, it brings up some practical 

· 4 problems. The Cloud effort will be over by mid-Nov-ember. I 

5 mean that effort has been going on since early October. 

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: . This is'almost mid-November. 

7 (Laughter.) 

8 MB. DENTON: Well, it shouli be. We should have 

9 his technical report. 

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: His entire effort? I 

-
11.thought he laid out a fairly ambitious program. 

12 MR. DINTON; Well, let me restate that. I think 

13 we will have some initial review of the Blume in~erface by 

14 about mid-November and his conclusions in that area. So 

15 that effort has been kicked off and is going. Now, the 

16 expanded effort, particular with regard to other servica 

17 contracts~ with regard to PG&E itself and post-'78, I don't 

18 know that the company has selected a contractor to do that. 

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I see. 

20 MR. DENTON: You could either redo all the Cloud 

21 by someone or we could write the criteria to be followed for 

22 the next part~ 

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Currently how do you expect 

. 24 to have the. NRR or:: NRR and I€:E review of this reanalysis or 

25 reverification done? 
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2 

MR. DENTON:. Let's go to slide 9. 

COM~ISSIONER AHEARNE: It somewhat gets to how 

3 much reliance you are placing upon independence. 

4 MR. DENTON: Depending ripen the scope of the 

-5 effort that we decide is appropriate, it would be a joint 

6 NRR/I&E effort. I think we both would anticipate four to 

7 six man-months of effort of your staff and the use of 

a Brookhaven for maybe the total of a man-year in doing some 

9 detailed analytical rev~rification. 

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Would we actually check 

11 cal cul at ions? 
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12 : ~R. DENTON: Brookh~ven would for us. The staffs 

13 would be involved in th~ revLew of the methodology and 

14 assumptions and Brookh~ven would rerun certain selected 

15 cal.cola tions. 

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I am sorry, Harold, but 

17 how much of a staff effort were you talking about? · Did you 

18 say half a man-year? 

19 KR. DENTON: I would say perhaps a man-year total 

20 from the staff over the next few months in this effort. So 

21 maybe I&E might have four people essentia1:1Y full time and 

22 we might have the same number full time plus our consultants. 

23 

24 

25 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Over how long a period? 

MR.. DENTON: A several month period. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It sounds l~ke a little more 
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1 than a staff-year. 

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I have to say I was a 

3 little surprised in listening to the presentation the other 

4 day that Dr. Cloud was retained through the engineering 

5 department, as I remember. So I presume it was the same 

6 department that was responsible for the problems in the 

Tfirst place. I would have expected it to have been handled 

a at some higher level in the company • 
• 

9. MR. DENTON: So would I. That is ~hy I asked him 

10 who he reported to. I had assumed that he would report 

11 rather high up in the organization. 

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: To whom is he rsporting? 

13 MR. DENTON: I think he reports 

. 14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I think it was an 

15 engineering vice president. To be fair to him, he made the 

1apoint of saying he doesn't report to any of them but he is 

17 retained by them. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: No, there is a 

19 distinction. ihere the actual ~ontractual money comes out 

20 of is separate, but to whom is he reporting? 

21 MR. DENTON: It is like the vice president for 

22 en;,ineerinq. Maybe it is the Vice President for 

~Engineering; is that right? 

24 MR. ENGELKEN: Seni6i Vice President I believe. 

- 25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, maybe my concerns 
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2 area of responsibility 
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3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, I am not sure it is. 

4 That stilL may not be high enough. I am not disagreeing 

swith you. 

6 MR. DENTON: I think he should report verr high 

7 up. Having gotten the answer we d.ii at the meeting, I have 

a not pursued it further to see how many levels there are 

9 above the person he is re porting to. 

10 Well, if we can go to the last slide. I can't say 

1-1 a lot about it. 

12 ~R~ FALKENBERRY: If I can clarify that. I 

13believe tlorid reports to a senior vice president who is over. 

14 the Vice President of· the Engineering Department. 

15 

16 

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: I see. 

MR. DENTON: Now looking at the schedule, a lot of 

17 the schedule has not been developed but·the p~ogram plan, 

18 for example, for the reverifi=ation effort I think has been 

19 submitted to the staff in draft and to the parties and the 

20 boards and we ace looking at th~ scope of the program plan. 

21 I think the reverification of the Blume PG&E 

22 interfaces is due to be completed, as I said, about the 

23 middle of November and a report supplied .there. It is mr 

24 understanding that the technical report which would 

2s reanalyze the errors found in the interfaces and provide a 
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t basis for modifications is expected around the end of the 

2 year. 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What is this technical report 

4 again? 

5 MR. DENTON~ This would be for those errors found 

6 in the containment annulus and the weights and the spectra. 

· 7 The technical report would contain a reanalysis of that 

a annulus, the development of new spectra, proper weights and 

~new floor input and list the pipe supports and hangers and 

10 changes that had to be made in the plant and the basis for 
I 

11 those changes. So that would be an engineering document. 

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And it is on that that you 

1~currently ~ould expect to ask Brookhaven to rerun some sets 

14 of calculations? 

15 ~R. DENTON: Yes~ Now no schedule -has. yet been 

16 developed for the expanded reverification effort that we 

17 have described today and that is covered by the last three 

1abullets and it is my understanding that no contractor is 

19 selected either for it. 

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Does Brookhaven have a 

21 group of seismic engineering? 

22 MR. DENTON: We have used them in the five-plant 

~shutdown. That was original use of them and they have 

24 developed an expertise in seismic analysis of piping 

25 especially. 
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Forrest. 

2 MR. REMICK: Harold, in the Cloud proposed 

3 reverification program there is one aspect that I don't 

4-think has been referred to yet and I would be curious if the 

5 sta.ff has taken a position. 

6 He talks about an independent qualification, arid I 

Tadd the word to that of calculations, as I read what he 

a means, in which he truly proposes that you not only check 
t 

9 calculations that others have done but that you start over 

10 basically from the basic information and independently do 

11 the calculations on the sampling plan. I realize that that 

12 is just a proposal, but what I was wondering is has the 

13 staff taken any position on that aspect of the Cloud 

14 proposed expanded verification program? 

15 MR. DENTON: The plan for the scope of that 

16 reverification program has been submitted to the staff for 

17 review and. my staff and Dick's staff have looked at it and 

18 we are on the ver;,e of responding to that. 

19 Let me see if· anyone can speak to the issue you 

20 raised. 

21 (No response.)· 

22 MR. DENTON: Apparently it is still under 

-~ development and we have not yet commented back to the 

24 company on _that proposal of their consultant. 

25 MR. REMICK: We would have some comments on that, 
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5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I would be very intirested 

6 in that. That is wh'at I was trying to get at earlier. 

7 Acceptance criteria basically. 

MR. REMICK: Yes, both on a confidence level and 

9 the acceptance of vhat. 

10 COMM.ISSIONER AHEARNE: On a related point to that, 

11 dp you have some comments you could make on the level of 

12accuracy that you are.looking for throughout this process? 

13 My experience in the past had been that the whole area of 

14 seismic engineering was one in which large factors of 

15 uncertainty were normall.y found. 

16 Another way of asking the question is if you find 

17 a calculatiori is off or a recalculaton changes the number by 

18 ten percent, in y~ur mind is that significant or not? 

19 MR. DENTON: We would like the plant to be 

20 restored to the conventional margins that exist in our 

21 criteria. Now if yo~ ask a different kind of question as to 

22 how import1nt is the probability of failure of a piece of 

23 equipment to stresses within ten percent, we think there is 

24 a lot of margin in our noimal requirements. But our 

25 approach here is to re-establish the margins that did exist. 
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1 There is a big dispute, as you know, between 

2 ourselves and industry about whether margins are excessive 

3 or not and I vould not propose in this case to modify that. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; Having lived through that 

5five-plant shutdown and gorie th~ough all of those sets o~ 

6 calculations, my conclusion is that unless there has been 
J 

7 some great breakthroughs in the last two years in the area 

a of seismic analysis that it is still one where differences 

9 of 10 or 15 percent are. well within the reliability of the 

10 calculation. 

11 MR. DENTON: Let me ask our engineering department 

12 if they would like to comment on that. This is Jim Knight 

13 from our Division of Engineering. 

14 MB~ KNIGHT: Jim Knight from the staff. I think 

15 you have cha~actecized it very well, Commissoner Ahearne. 

16 Actually levels of 10 or 15 percent are nominal and to be 

17 expected. Typically in any other review, be it a licensing 

18 case or a special problem, where we do an independent piping 

19 analysis such as we in tend to do here, you would. very 

20 rarely, even using the same codes and the same basic input, 

21 get exactly the same number. 

22 For engineering purposes as long as you meet 

23 basically the code criteria, then both the technical and the 

24 legal,.if you will, requirements are met. 

25 MR. DENTON: This concludes our planned 
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t presentation. As you mention, there are a number of letters 

2 and cor~espondenca that you have received from other parties. 

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Let me ask one other minor 

4 technical question. In the things that are being redone and 

5 looking over some of the notes, et cetera, that have come 

6 in, it led me to :;onclude that one of the issues was to redo 

7 the horizontal floor spectra at least at the floor level. 

a Is that one of the items that is being done? 

9 MR. DENTON: There are so many spectra th~t it is 

10 hard to 

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I know, but from the 

12 response spectra I gathered· it wasn't being redone. ·Then 

13 you l.ook at the building response spectra and there is one 

14 particular error that seemed to have been found. You have 

15 got the ~rong spectra being used, but then you have got the 

16 weights that are different. 

17 Now since you have got the weights redesigned then 

18 the response spectra for that floor I would expect would 

19 also have to be redone. True or false? 

20 ~R. DENTON: I have got to get it in the right 

21 framework. Does anyone know that issue? Obviously they are 

22 going to reanalyze the entire annulus area. Now, you 

~ remember when we were out there we did find a case of an 

24 incorrect spectra being applied and that is being picked up. 

25 ~R. KNIGHT: As you stated, the original problem 
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1 of course was the vertical spectra. We haven't seen yet the 

2 revised, if you will, or updated weights and weight 

3 distributions. 

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you ace not sure bow 

5 significant it might be? 

6 MR. KNIGHT: Without reservation, if in fact there 

7 is a large-scale redistribution, that is an area that will 

a certainly have to be looked at and there will have to be a 

9 very sound basis for not proceeding. 

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Let me ask a separate 

11 question that also arises out of the weights. problem. As I 

. 12 understood it, thit problem his two different ~evels to it. 

13 One is that the informal diagram used weights that no one 

14 could verify and that I take it is something that would be. 

15 picked up in the kind of review that is being proposed •. 

16 The other though is that the plant as built in any 

17~ase had weights that were different from those in the 

18 diagram and therefore those that we used in the seismic. 

19 design. 

20 What is there about the reviews that are being 

21 proposed now that catch that problem, that is the plant 

22actually being built differently from the assumptions and 

~ calculations that we used to design it? 

24 MR. FALKENBERRY: Actually what PG&E is doing is 

25 that they have given the new weights to Blume. They will 
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1 take those new wei~hts and then develop new response spectra. 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: And that corrects it as to 

3 this particular problem, but is the overall review QA/QC 

4 practices in itself going to pick up other instances in 

5 which the plant itself was built differently from the 

6 assumptions used in putting the design together? 

7 That is, apparently there should have been a loop 

a which fed the d~fferent weights b~ck over to Blume and then 

9 Blume would have done a recalculation or someone ·else would 

10 have done a recalculation that would have indicated any 

11 other changes that flowed from the different weights. But 

12 that didnt' happen·at all. There i~n't going to be a piece 

13 of ·paper that doesn't look right~ There is just going to be 

14 a failure to feed information at all and I am not sure that 

15 shows up in the kind of review that you are proposing here. 

16 MR. FALKENBERRY: I think the problem is that no 

17 one really knows how the weights were developed that were 

18 put on those diagrams. So they really don't know if they 

19 use the as-built drawings ---

'20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But even if they had had 

21 the right original weights -- oh, I see what you are 

' 22 saying~ The1 may have used the as-built --no, but they 

23 didn't use the as-built weights because they aren't the 

24 as-built weights that are on the diagr~m.· 

25 ·KR. FALKENBERRY: That is correct. No one really 
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1 knows. They could have used the as-builts but not included. 

2 some aspects of piping or components and what-have-you. But 

3-certainly when you take the new calculations with the 

4 current as-builts and include all of the significant 

5~quipment they do come out differently. 

6 MR. DENTON: I think since the plant is built you 

7 test it• just with the as-buil ts. In the de sign phase you 

a are right that they should eventually verified that it was 

9·designed with the proper weights as it got built. 

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The point is that you have 

11 two different possibilities, one of which is that they tried 

12 to us~ the as-built weights and somehow got. it wrong. In 

13 that caie L assume that ·will show up in the review of the 

14.QA/QC practices~ The other is that they didn't try to Use 

15 the as-built weights at all. If that is what actually 

16 happened, then it seems to me that is a different kind of 

17 problem and one tha~ isn•f necessarily subsumed or found out 

18 in a QA/QC review. 

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. But that would depend 

20 somewhat on how significantly different the as-built weights 

21 were from the weights that they originally used ~ecause in a 

22 lot of the seismic analyses the models that one ends up 

. ~using are so much of an approximation and there are so many 

24 simplifications bui1t in to what the code is actually 

25 running that some of the differences between as as-built 
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1 versus a design will just completely wash out. 

2 MR. DeYOUNG: That is true. Rarely in the plant 

3.design can you use the as-built weights. You just don't 

4 know them that early in th~ design. So they take what they 

5 know will be conservative values for the design itself and 

6 then check them later on. 

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But these turn out not to 

a have been conservative. 

9 KR. DeYOUNG: Pardon? 

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The weights used turn out 

' 11 not to have, been conservative. 

12 MR~ DeYOUNG: That is right, they were wrong 

13 weights. 

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are the weights going to be 

, 15 checked· ag:i.inst what· was finally constructed? 

16 MR., DeYOUNG: They are being checked. 

17 MR. ENGELKEN: I don't think they were necessarily 

18 non-conservative. I don't think we know that yet. The 

19 problem was they could not trace how the weights were 

20 arrived at. I don't think they are necessarily all 

21 non-conservative. It was a mix I believe. 

22 MR. MIRAGLIA: I think a review of the trariscript 

23 would indicate the applicant's position with respect to the 

24 design of the containment annulus. The structure itself 

25 assumed a floor loading I believe of 250 pounds per square 
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1 foot with respect to the design of the structure in steel. 

2 With respect to the weights used and ~he weight 

3 distribution for the supports with in the annulus, they used 

4 something less than that. So as I understood what the 

5 utility. was sayin;;J last week, .it is that the structure and 

" 6 the desiqn of the structure and the weiqht dl.fferentials 

7 that they are finding are below what they assumed for 

.a m6deling the structure itself and that the distribution in 
•· 

9. weight now" just affects the design of the equipment and 

10 pipinq supports wi~thin· the annul.us space. 

11 ·I don't know if that clarifies it. lt least that 

12 is the utility's view. as stated to us last Tuesday. 

13 In. addition, Dr. Cloud in the description of the 

14 proqram that he was. undertaking· did indicate. that one 
. . 

15 element of· his program would be field verif ica ti on of 

1scritical piping systems and things of that nature.to check 

17 the as-built design in the field versus what they looked at 

18 analytically. 

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I think that is the 

20 important point. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I wonder if I might review 

22 where we starid or where I. think we stand. 

23 ie have before us a proposal by the staff for a . 

24 S0.54F letter to the licensee to provide certain informat~on 

25 before a' decision is made on further action. 
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4 Commission to indicate whether or not this is the direction 

5 it wishes to pursue. 

6 There are also letters from others, including I 

7 think two letters from Governor Brown of California who 

a proposes a different approach in the independ8nt audit. I 

g think we ought to examine whether or not we want to go with "-

10 the staff approach or whether there is a desire to broaden 

11 the scope to include other proposals. 

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, they are not 

13· necessarily inconsistent. 

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: No, they are not necessarily 

15 inconsistent, but I gather the proposal, for example, that 

16 Governor Brown indicated, and he had proposed a committee to 

17 oversee the selection of the independent auditor and al.so to 

18 oversee the. appli::a ti on of the results. 

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, he modified that 

20 slightly in his latest letter. He pointed out that he 

21 wasn • t really questioning the r: ole of the Commission in 

22 making the final choice, but his point seemed to be that in 

23 order to get public acceptance of these reviews~ at least 

~4 the Governtir's staff's view was that having a mutually 

25 agreed upon reviewer was going to be better than having one 
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1 chosen by the company. At least I thought that was what the 

2 latest letter saii. 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You may be right. Let's see, 

4 this is 

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The one that came this 

6 morning. 

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN01 Well, I have several of them · 

a here. I think I have the. right latter of November 7th. On .. 
9 page 3 he says: "On the matter that errors at Diablo Canyon 

10 be performed by outside experts who are independent of PG&E, 

11 they should be persons who have not worked for PG&E on the 

12 Diabio Canyon project. Moreover the outside experts should 

13 not be selected unilaterally by PGE but they should be 

14 acceptable to all parties. in the Di~blo Canyon pr6ceeding. 

15 The final selection of any independent auditor should be 

16 approved by the Commission following the staff• s 

t7 consultation with all parties. We have already submitted 

18 the staff's suggested list of possible inde~endent auditors." 

19 I think the Commission is going to approve or 

2o disapprove the selection. However, it would be based not on 

21 consul ta ti on with all the parties involved. That is the way 

22 I understood it. That is one of the differences. 

23 MR. DENTON: Yes. 

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, I guess there is 

25 another issue that I more clearly realized in listening to 
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1 this presentation this morning. Many of the errors so far 

2 are found and how significant they are, we still don't know, 

3 correct? But they seem to be at this interface between PG~E 

4 and Blume. 

5 

6 

7 over. 

MR. DENTON~ Yes. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But that review is almost 

MR. DENTON: That is right. That has been the 

9 focus sinca the· start. 

10. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, I understand that. A 

11 lot of the focus upon discussing who is going to be doing 

12 the review and what is going to be in that review is not 

13 relevant unless one were to {a) disagree with what Cloud has. 

14 been doing and, (b) disagree in having Cloud do it or decide 

. 15 that somebody else is going to do it. Correct? 

16 MR. DENTON: Yes. Or there would be a seeking of 

17 a third opinion perhaps. There are other differences, tao. 

18 CHAIRMAN· PALLADINO: And there are other 

19 consulting agreements to be developed, if I understood you 

20 correctly. 

21 

22 

MR. DENTON: That is correct. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So one could consider 

~Governor Brown's approach in those ·if one chose to do that. 

24 In other words, a timing problem would not exist. 

25 MR. DENTON: Our proposal wouldn't foreclose the 
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1 selection contractors from that list, it just doesn't force 

2 it either. 

3 Also the letter I think proposes that no fuel 

4 loading begin until all of the types of activities we have 

5 described have been completed. That is in their second 

6 bullet I believe. 

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADIIO: Any other comments on this 

8 matter? 

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Now we might come to that 

10 view under your proposal, too, as I understand it, if things 

11 turn out badly in the first stage. 

12 MR. D_ENTON :. Yes, that is correct. And I would 

13 hope that we would have by the time we have to make a 

14_decision ~bout fuel loading some input from these other· 

15 audits that we would have begun. 

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: In other words, the way 

17 you have phased it it a~s~mes that these audits were 

18 satisfactory and one could then go on to the next stage. 

19 

20 

MR. DENTON: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The way you have got it 

21 phased, and tell me if this is correct, you will not 

22 actually be able to reach a conclusion as to the 

23 significance of the recent errors that are found until 

24 sometime in Janriary or February? I have based that on the 

25 conclusion that you have said that the technical report 
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1 isn't going to l:ie done until the end of the year and then 

2 you were going to have Brookhaven redo some calculations. 

3 M'R. DENTON; Yes. 

.4 COMMISSIONER .A HEARNE: Is it correct that as far 

5 as what to me at least has been the fundamental question of 

6 how import3.n t are these, you 3.ren 't really going to be abl.e 

7 to tell us that until January or February? 

8 MR~ DENTON: We may be able to do that sooner 

s because we have also asked them for periodic updates of the 

10 techincal report~ So if in fact they are able to complete 
\ 

11 their reanalysis earlier than the end of the year and get it 

12to us in an informal fashi~n we could get our contractor 

13 checking that earlier. But I think they at~ talking about a 

14 formal rep~rt would be nearer .the end of the year. So to 

15 the extent that they are able to accelerate along some 

16 schedule system by system or however it is approached we 

17 will follow that also. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; Does the staff have 

19 modifications that they would have imposed on the Cloud 

20 program? I gather you have imposed a number of changes on 

21 PG&E's general program, but how about the Cloud program 

22 itself? 

23 MR. DENTON; I think we definitely will have and 

24 that is why it is undergoing staff review right now. They 

25 have submitted a program plan for Clou1 doing to the Blume 
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6 

7 COMMISSI9NER GILINSKY: Well, it seems to me that 

a since the staff proposal needs to be adjusted in details in 

9 any case that we ought io take the time tb decide what we 

10 mean by ah independent review and one way or another take up 

11 the Governor's proposal and decide what we think about it. 

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think what the staff means 

13 by arr independent review bas been outlined. Now m~ybe you 

14 want something in the document. The question is should the 

15 reviewer be sel~cted by a consortium of parties or rather by 

16 the licensee with the approval of NRC? 

17 It seem5 to me that we have to hold the licensee 

18 responsible for what work is done, not only for the 

19 competency of the people that are selected to make the 

20 review, but also its action based on that review. So I 

21 would not by any stret~h of the imagination by delegating 

22 something to a consortium want to imply any removal of 

23 respon~ibility from PG&E and I think that is germane and 

24 that is why I don• t lean toward the consortium but I do 

25 strongly lean toward wanting NRC approval of whoever is 
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1 selected. 

2 Likewise, I think with regard to the application 

3 of results that we should do nothing that implies abdication 

4 by NRC of its own responsibilities to make sure that 

5 whatever is done is done correctly. 

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, I think that is 

7 clear. 

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: There could be implications 
• 

9 that might --(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible). 

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No, that is true. I am 

11 not saying we end up adopting it. I am just saying we need 

12:.to take it. up.· 

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I guess one of the things.I 

1~was interested in finding out, if you are willing to so 

15 indicate, is whether or not the approach that the staff has 

16 outlined with regard to this letter, with appropriate 

17 cl.arification and other comments that individual 

18 Commissioners might make, whether you think this is the 

19 direction we should be going so that if this is not 

~direction we don't have the staff do modification of the 

21 let tee unnecessarily. 

22 COM~ISSIONER BRADFORD: I have no difficulty with 

~ having the letter redone and looking longer at that 

24 approach. I am though concerned about the independence 

25 issue. I am thinking about the proceeding as though there 
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5 saying that he wanted to be satis!ied regarding the adequacy 

· 6 of all the reviews given that the plant had already been 

7 licensed and then a bunch of unexpected problems had turned 

a up. .. 
9 r must say that I think that is a request that I 

10 think merits real consideration. 

11 

12 

CHAIRMAN· PALLADINO: Which part, Peter? 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The business of the 

13 Governor of the ~ffecte~ St~te wanting to be assured that 

14 the steps from now on were satisfactory to him .as the 

15 State's thief Executiie. That doesnrt iticline me 

16 necessarily to -- (Simultaneous Conversa~ions - Inaudible)~ 

17 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Oh, I want to give him that 

18 assurance. 

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: See, tha~ doesn't 

20 necessarily incline me toward the consortium proposal 

21 because that gets tangled up in the hearing and the other 

22 parties, and I don't know that we want to go that route at 

23 all. 

24 But I think that there is a lot to be said for, 

25 and I am not quite sure how to do it, but for exploring 
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1 further the Governor's concerns in ttiis area and making sure 

2 that even if we go essentially th~ staff's route that the 

3 concerns of the Governor of California are adequately aired 

4 and reflected in the process of reviewing what comes out of 

5 the PG&E.re•erifi=ation program and concei~ably setting up 

6 some separate structure,· al though I must say I don• t know 

7 what it would be because I don't think it is the consortium. 

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think whole process that 

9 the staff is trying to develop here is one that would help 

10 assure confidence not only for Governor Brown but for all of 

11 us and all of the people of California and the rest of the 

12 na~ion, for that matter, that the ~roblems are being 

13 properly ad.dresse1. 

14 So I think from that standpoint we are taking an 

15 approach that would reflect our interest in Governor Brown's 

16 comment to that extent. 

17 I think it comes do~n to whether or not we want to 

18 have consortium people decide who should make the' 

19 independent audit •. 

20 COHMISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, I wonder if it 

21 really does? If one states that the only two choices are 

22 the consortium doing it or the NRC retaining control, then, 

23 as you put it, I don't think we can relinquish our 

24 responsibility or let PG&E relinquish s6me piece of its 

25 responsibility to a third group. 
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1 ~hat I am not so clear on thoug.h is whether there 

2 isn't some middle course in which the Governor's specific 

3 concerns about the direction in which the review is 

4 proceeding are listened to and, to the extent possible, 

5 accommod~ted as that review progresses becabse the 

6 alternative, it seems to me, is for him to be told, sorry, 

7 we are doing it our way and you are a participant in the 
j 

a hearing and will have to raise your concerns exc\lusively in 

9 the context of the operating license hearing. 

10 I don't think that as a course of action turns out 

11 to be very satisfactory either to him or to us, at least 

12 compared to accommodating those concerns within the confines 

13-0f the ~eview as- we eventually approve it •. · 

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, if you have.a specific 

15 suggestions? 

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, I don't at the 

17 moment. I am saying that we should probably do more than 

18 the staff proposal currently contemplates even if it isn't 

19 the precise consortium proposal that the Governor first 

20 proposed. 

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, the General Counsel 

22 made clear at the beginning that this review is really apart 

23 from the licensing proceeding. In a way the Governor's 

24 proposal ties it to that proceeding. It .r~flects the 

25 configuration of parties in that proceeding. 
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e 1 Dn the other hand, we are dealing with the 

2 
,.. . 
13overnor of the State and if he has concerns and has some 

3 thoughts about how this ought to be handl.ed, then I think we 

.4 ought to listen to him. 

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could I ask a question? I 

6 am still. I guess somewhat puzzled by where we go with 

7 respect to the particular review of the Bl.ume interfa-ce 

a because, if I understand it, if we foll.ow,. Peter or Victor, 
• 

9 the approach in any of its various forms, because I think 

10 the recent submission by the Governor's staff modifies the 

11 earlier submission by the Governor's staff, but neverthel.ess 

12 the Governor's representative at the meeting looking in the 

13 transcript of that meeting says, "I want the record to be 
e 14 cl.ear that the Governor of California said that an 

15 independent· audit wouldn't be one not done by a party 

16 sel.ected exclusively and unilaterally by PG&E." Now Dr. 

17 Cl.cud woul:i not be what the Governor considers to be an 

18 independent audit. But it is that portion which is assumed 

19 to be completed. 

20 I think what we are then faced with is is the 

21 issue independent of how one would construct this 

22 rapproache~ent with the Governor? Nevertheless, if w~ say 

·~yes, we do want to in some way work out that concern,· it 

. 24 seems that one of the things that would have to be done is 

25 to agree there would be an additional. reaudit rework of that 
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.1 interface. 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, perhaps not. It 

3 seems to me one of the things that would have to be done at 

4 that point is that whatever accommodation were set up would 

5 then have to look at the work done to date and decide 

6 whether or not it was acceptable. If it was, fine. If it 

7 wasn~t, then it might have to be expanded or it might have 

a to be done again. 
•· 

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You are saying that perhaps 

10 the (Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible). 

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: To the extent that the 

12 work is already done, whether by Cloud or by someone else, 

13 it seems t:> me the first step for any next reviewer, whether 

14 it is just the NBC or the NRC plus an expert of the 

15 Governor• s choosing, i.s going to be to decide how much of it 

16 is acceptable. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, certainly the NBC 

18 step is going to be doing that. 

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, may I try the following 

20 suggestion, if you all agree, that we ask the staff to 

~ modify its letter to clarify some of the points that were 

22 raised this morning and ask any Commissioner who has some 

23 suggestion on how to handle Governor Brown's concerns to 

24 submit them so that we can all review them. Then we can 

25 consider them as part of our consideration in a revised 
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3 that it is not, as I tried to say several times, it is not a 

4 Governor Brown concern. We have many letters in from 

5 Members of Conqr~ss. We have one, for example, I notice 

s from Congressman Min eta. , It does not in any way speak to 

7 Governor Brown•s suggestion. It is just speaking to the 

a question of an independent audit and the necessity to 

9 restore public confidence. So I believe the issue is really 

10 broader. 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes~ and I do think it is a t 

12 real issue. I think the question of i;e-e stablishing 

1aeradibility is an important part of our task here and we 

14 also of course want to be satisfied oursel~es that we are 

15 get ting a truly independent audit. 

16 ~o I was sincere when I said any suggestions that 

17 might be forthcoming would be most helpful because that is 

18 the way we might be able to put it into the letter itself • 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

. Is this a reasonable approach for the time being? 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: (Nodding affirmatively.) 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: (No1ding affirmatively.) 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: (Nodding affirmatively.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. 

well now I see we are approaching the adjournment 
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1 hour. We did not take up the question of enforcement 

2 actions that you said you were prepared to discuss. I think 

3 perhaps th~t is going to take more than five minutes. So I 

4 am going to suggest that we reschedule that for discussion 

5 at another time. We will work on when it is going to be 

6 done. That would be a closed session I believe because it 

7 involves enforcement action. 

8 Well, if there ·is nothing further to come before 

9 us now, we will stand adjourned. 

10 {Whereupon, at 12i25 p.m., the public meeting 

11 adjournedo) 

12 * * * 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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